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In southwestern France, the city of Toulouse is located a few kilometers along the highway north-east of it, 
housed in an inconspicuous modern building, the only high-end manufacturer Métronome / Kalista. The first 
brand focuses on, say, a more attractive price (albeit very relative) while maintaining a maximist concept, 
handcrafting and using local resources - everything you find in Métronome components comes exclusively from 
Europe, the vast majority of even really near Toulouse. 
The brand's latest achievement is the Le DAC model (which simply means "the DAC" in French), a component 
that sets an extremely ambitious goal in terms of brand proportions - by lowering production margins and larger 
production volumes to bring the price tag to a level acceptable beyond rich markets. And the fact is that, unlike 
Kalista products, Le DAC does not deviate from realistic, high-end limits. 
Le DAC is actually a very simple design - the front consists of a 10 mm thick aluminum panel divided optically into 
three segments, actually the only element besides engraved model designation is a large rectangle with a display 
and two buttons to select the active input. After all, there is nothing else to control the converter anyway. 

 
The device is quite large and in addition to the D / A converter is also very heavy - at 42.5 cm wide, 13 cm high 
and 41.5 cm deep weighs 12 kg. The scale is spread over three legs with a magnetically attached tip (so if you do 
not want the device on the tips, it is simply "peel off") - there are two at the front, one at the back. 
The actual body of the device is actually a simple-acting 2 mm metal panel, nicely machined and definitely 
sufficiently rigid. Unlike high-end corporate models that also rely on exterior luxury, Le DAC is, say, economically 
and pragmatically designed. 
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The rear panel offers a view of all the connectivity you might want from the converter - there's a power socket 
with a large switch (there's no stand-by at Métronome), there's an analog output in the form of one unbalanced 
RCA pair and one symmetric XLR pair, of course there is a wide range of digital inputs. There are two coaxial, two 
optical and two AES / EBU inputs, all with a USB port to connect computers. 
The relative effectiveness of the external design goes hand in hand with the purposeful design of the external 
space - this must be practical because it contains an extraordinary number of components. It is based on a power 
supply with four encapsulated toroidal transformers and a straight eighty (!) Filter capacitor, with 10 independent 
regulated power supplies leading directly to each component. 

 
However, the entire printed circuit board shows that care and time have been devoted to the design - signal 
paths are short, no components are spared - all components are manually soldered to the circuit directly in 
Métronome during a 9 hour shift (and the entire converter takes full four days). Ultimately, the whole 
construction is based on the AK4493 chip, which works in stereo - you may say that in such a high-pitched device, 
most companies use at least one chip per channel, sometimes two, but in Métronome converters have been 
working for more than three decades. the above-mentioned extremely oversized power supply. 
Thanks to the built-in chip, Le DAC supports up to 24 bit / 192 kHz (USB 32/384 for PCM) and up to 22.5 MHz for 
DSD. However, the internal signal processing is performed at 32 bit depth with a sampling frequency of 384 
kHz. The analog output part is equipped with four operational amplifiers that work in pure class A and the circuit 
solution is completely dual mono. The output is atypically high voltage 3 V on both symmetrical and asymmetric 
outputs. 

 



The manufacturer specifies extraordinary technical parameters at the converter - it is mainly an internal dynamic 
range of 175 dB and a THD + N value of -140 dB. On the analog output, Métronome shows a frequency range of 
10 - 20,000 Hz with a tolerance of just +/- 0.1 dB and a dynamic range of 123 dB - but these are absolutely 
excellent values. 
We could listen to Métronome Le DAC in both editorial reports and the importer's listening room (there was a 
company like Naim ND555 or various other equipment, played mostly through Rockport Atria II and other stable 
parts of the kit, which you can find in the Rockport review). In the editorial room he played with OPPO UDP-205 , 
Norma Revo IPA-140 and Harbeth Monitor 30 , possibly with Grandinote Shinai , Cambridge CXC and Fischer & 
Fischer SN-70 , as well as with Emotiva XSP-1 / XPA-DR2 and KEF LS50 supported by GoldenEar SuperSub X. But 
we also compared the D / A converter in Diablo 120av Gryphon. You can find out more about the cables, filters 
and other accessories used in the right column ->. 

 
The sound of the Métronome components (and Kalista twice as much) can be described as bold - in size, in color 
and in emotion. Nu and Le DAC despite quite diametrically different price tag is actually no different. He managed 
to dominate the powerful bass in "Way down deep" Jennifer Warnes ("The Hunter" | 1992 | Private | 1005-
82089-2). Even through the compact loudspeakers, an unusually deep and physically tangled grunt rises, you feel 
the dark weight that leans in with each tone, yet the deep bass line has an excellent, obvious definition and 
ambiguity of positions, both excelled without feeling the saw. The rich, relaxed and obvious softness, in 
combination with the juicy coloring, belongs to the real high-end realm, 
In a similarly mature spirit was also vocal Eleanor McEvoy in her "Leaves me wondering" (" System Solution " | 
2019 | Nordost) - Le DAC brought into the systems perspective and mainly its characteristic size, suddenly the 
music is full everywhere, wraps you in a lifetime on the scale next to which others seem almost unnecessarily 
cautious. The singing naturally dominated the whole event and did not even hide the expressive edges that the 
immediate and transparent recording has especially on the highest frequencies. But it's nothing unpleasant or 
vulgar, it's just an authentic, alive and raw sibilance as recorded on the recording. Purity and detail are then from 
a sphere in which you no longer evaluate electronics and focus only on music. 

 
Also, the distinctive jingle in Dave 's True Story's "Sex without bodies" ("AUDIO Digital Masters I" | 2010 | AUDIO 
| 01-10) is definitely not aside; Nevertheless, Métronome does not lose some kind of relaxed, relaxed and non-
violent charm and at the same time it can serve a resolution that is quite noticeable above the normal norm even 
at this high price level. The details are not forced, they excel of course and immediately (perhaps it is generally a 
very "black" signal background) and the jingle spreads with ease and airiness. 
The dynamism, or the verve and lack of insight with which Le DAC makes the most of the recordings stand out, 
is the most respectable, but it does so with the charm and nonchalance of South France, rather than the technical 
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pull on the goal. But even so, Guett's electronic "Love Is Gone" ("Focal CD No. 8" | 2009 | Focal | 509999680442) 
pulsates like a lifetime, each pulse has strength and a sense of physical presence is backed by an excellent rhythm 
and the most dynamic the difference Le DAC somehow "tightens" without losing its fullness or bulkiness. It must 
be said, however, that it is not such an excited, trodden modern dynamics, it is more of a non-limiting signal than 
an encouraging signal. 

 
The readability and clarity of reproduction is also excellent; Le DAC presented the textures and reverberations of 
"A rose for me" instruments by The Soundscapers ("FIM Super Sounds! III" | 2006 | FIM | FIM XR24 073) with 
natural richness, somewhat to spectacular clarity where even subtle nuances simply excel to the foreground, 
they are clear and that much information has a head and a heel, creates a musical unit and does not inhibit. You 
perceive precisely separated individual strings, their strumming and plasticity of individual instruments in an 
overall smooth, pleasant color and actually friendly, full and soft sound. 
What is a huge asset of the Métronome and Kalista components is space, respectively width, depth and size of 
the music scene, its extension beyond the speakers. Le DAC outlined the scene in "Innocence" by Hoff Ensemble 
("Polarity" | 2018 | 2L | 2L-145-SABD) with ease and a huge portion of air. The instruments have not only realistic 
proportions, but mainly have a lot of space around them, so you can see where the body of the instrument starts 
and ends, you know which player was standing or sitting in front of or behind . 

 
His high-end pedigree Le DAC does not deny even on worse recordings, such as the great music, but technically 
average "That man" by Caro Emerald (2010 | Grandmono | 88697776142). Despite its definitely "nicely tuned" 
sound, the converter does not compromise the authenticity of a worthy high-end class and thus shows you clearly 
where the limits of dynamics and detail lie and you feel the flatness of the recording at any 
moment. Nevertheless, Métronome can preserve the musical spark and the pleasant, relaxed enthusiasm that 
music resides in, as well as reproduction and ease, allowing you to enjoy a rhythmically dazzling experience, 
regardless of volume or other attributes. Music flows, breathes and lives, is free from austerity or tiredness, 
Despite Le DAC being such an "economical" solution to the French Métronome, there is a large proportion of this 
manufacturer's unmistakably musical and entertaining DNA in his body. It can be seen that over three decades 
of experience in manufacturing high-end converters, they have left a mark, and it's almost impossible to believe 
how much Métronome can profit from a single D / A converter chip. If you are looking for a true high-end D / A 
converter, Le DAC will give you a glimpse into the world of the "big boys", the true high-end, where the 
boundaries of technology and authentic experience disappear. It is an inconspicuous instrument, but - even 
though it has a certain sound signature, a characteristic warmth and a slightly softer style of reproduction - all 
the more the music itself and its content can be heard in a large, illuminated and extremely easy to draw 
scene into the depths of your favorite recordings and discover more, more and more without hindering you. 



--- --- --- --- --- 
Pros 
+ Supports a wide range of resolutions 
+ good connectivity 
+ dynamics 
+ huge proportions of the music scene 
+ space 
+ overall pleasant yet authentic sound 
ZÁPORY 
- without the possibility of selecting digital filters and other gadgets 
--- --- --- --- --- 
 

(Translated from Czech language by Google Tranlate) 


